Dispersal ability, trophic position and body size mediate species turnover processes: Insights from a multi-taxa and multi-scale approach
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Abstract

Aim: Despite increasing interest in β-diversity, that is the spatial and temporal turnover of species, the mechanisms underlying species turnover at different spatial scales are not fully understood, although they likely differ among different functional groups. We investigated the relative importance of dispersal limitations and the environmental filtering caused by vegetation for local, multi-taxa forest communities differing in their dispersal ability, trophic position and body size.

Location: Temperate forests in five regions across Germany.

Methods: In the inter-region analysis, the independent and shared effects of the regional spatial structure (regional species pool), landscape spatial structure (dispersal limitation) and environmental factors on species turnover were quantified with a 1-ha grain across 11 functional groups in up to 495 plots by variation partitioning. In the intra-region analysis, the relative importance of three environmental factors related to vegetation (herb and tree layer composition and forest physiognomy) and spatial structure for species turnover was determined.

Results: In the inter-region analysis, over half of the explained variation in community composition (23% of the total explained 35%) was explained by the shared effects of several factors, indicative of spatially structured environmental filtering. Among the independent effects, environmental factors were the strongest on average over 11 groups, but the importance of landscape spatial structure increased for less dispersive functional groups. In the intra-region analysis, the independent effect of plant species composition had a stronger influence on species turnover than forest physiognomy, but the relative importance of the latter increased with increasing trophic position and body size.

Main conclusions: Our study revealed that the mechanisms structuring assemblage composition are associated with the traits of functional groups. Hence, conservation frameworks targeting biodiversity of multiple groups should cover both environmental and biogeographical gradients. Within regions, forest management can enhance β-diversity particularly by diversifying tree species composition and forest physiognomy.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Since Whittaker (1960) defined β-diversity as the difference in species composition among sites, β-diversity has gained the increasing attention of ecologists. To promote overall diversity within a region (γ-diversity), either α-diversity (the within-site species diversity) or β-diversity (Beck et al., 2012; Müller & Goßner, 2010) must be increased. In European beech forests for instance, ecologists have highlighted the importance of β-diversity and the need to foster a mosaic of structurally diverse habitat patches at landscape levels rather than homogeneous landscapes with high local small-grain heterogeneity (Hilmers et al., 2018; Schall et al., 2018).

However, the processes that promote compositional differentiation between local communities (species turnover) remain under debate and differ among habitat types and species groups (Aisen et al., 2017; Murphy et al., 2015; Zellweger et al., 2017). Four mechanisms are considered to account for the species composition of local communities (Figure 1a). First, at large spatial (inter-region) scales, historical biogeography (e.g. glaciation history), long-distance dispersal and macro-scale environmental filters shape the regional species pool that constrains the composition of local
assemblages (Cornell & Lawton, 1992; Dobrovolski et al., 2012; Hubbell, 1997; Ricklefs, 1987). Second, at the intra-region scale, neutral processes linked to dispersal limitations may further determine local communities (Hubbell, 2001) and operate together with third and fourth mechanisms related to niche-based processes, including environmental filtering and biotic interactions (competition, predation, mutualism, etc.). Of the latter, environmental filtering has been studied for many years (Whittaker et al., 1973). Community assembly processes occurring under extreme environmental conditions such as those of climate lead to communities composed of species with similar response traits by environmental filtering (Cadotte & Tucker, 2017). However, the relative contributions of mechanisms operating at different spatial scales in shaping species composition are still under debate (Chase & Myers, 2011).

The relative importance of dispersal limitations on species turnover is likely to depend on the dispersal ability of the species studied. Previous studies showed that at a global scale β-diversity is more pronounced for less mobile taxa due to their limited dispersal. Qian (2009), for example, found that the β-diversity of birds and mammals was lower than that of reptiles and amphibians. However, studies at national or regional scales (extents) did not find an effect of dispersal ability on β-diversity, based on comparisons of birds, bats, non-flying mammals, reptiles and amphibians (Calderón-Patrón et al., 2013) and of non-flying vs. flying groups (Harrison et al., 1992).

The importance of dispersal limitations relative to environmental filters in explaining species turnover across several functional groups is unclear. Ferrier et al. (1999) found that dispersal limitation was stronger for ground-dwelling arthropods than for vertebrates and vascular plants in a region of Australia (~76,000 km²). Similar results were obtained by Steinitz et al. (2006) for snails vs. birds across Israel (~22,000 km²). By contrast, Jiménez-Valverde et al. (2010) did not find stronger dispersal limitations in less mobile groups of spiders in a region of Spain (~8,000 km²). This contradiction may reflect differences in the studied taxa or the failure to account for assembly mechanisms acting at different spatial scales.

In fact, spatial scale dependency is frequently invoked to explain the inconsistent conclusions of previous studies. For example, among the determinants of community assembly at larger spatial extents, geographical distance (neutral processes) was shown to be more important than environmental factors (niche process), as demonstrated in pan-European vs. country-wide analyses (Kell et al., 2012; Qian et al., 2005). However, recent studies have shown regional effects
with an explicit spatial clustering, such as the effects of biogeographical history on local assemblages over a continental spatial extent in Europe (Hagge et al., 2019; Jiménez-Alfaro et al., 2018). These observations demonstrate the importance of resolving spatial structure into multiple spatial scales in studies on species turnover. Yet, studies that separate the effects of spatial structure into those occurring at inter-regional (i.e. regional species pool) and intra-regional (i.e. dispersal limitations) scales, thus allowing investigation of their independent contributions, are lacking.

In this study, we examined the relative importance of dispersal limitations in shaping the species composition of local communities across a range of taxa (henceforth “functional groups”) differing in their dispersal abilities, after controlling for the regional species pool (the result of macro-scale processes) and environmental filters (henceforth “inter-region analysis”) (Figure 1b). We hypothesized that the relative importance of dispersal limitations increases with decreasing dispersal ability and thus from spore-dispersal groups, to flying vertebrates, to arthropods (flying, ballooning or walking dispersers) (Figure 1c).

In studies of environmental filtering, a long-standing question is the role of plant species composition vs. physiognomy in driving species turnover (Rotenberry, 1985). Both of these environmental filters are directly affected by forest management and influence the species comprising each functional group. A shift in plant species composition mainly causes changes in the amount and type of available resources or microhabitats, while a shift in forest physiognomy, such as the vertical profile and heterogeneity, changes the spatial arrangement thereof (see Penone et al. (2019)). While this question has been actively discussed in α-diversity studies since MacArthur and MacArthur (1961) (Penone et al., 2019; Schuldt et al., 2019), it has gained little attention in β-diversity studies, in which coarser variables, such as climate, topography or land cover, have been employed over larger spatial grains and extents (Keil et al., 2012; Kent et al., 2014; Svenning et al., 2011). A better understanding of the mechanisms underlying α-diversity and species turnover in forests, especially those mechanisms directly related to forest management, is crucial to promoting α- and β-diversity. However, with the possible exception of birds, knowledge on the relative importance of plant composition and physiognomy on species turnover of local assemblages is incomplete (Mac Nally, 1990; Müller et al., 2010; Rotenberry, 1985; Wiens et al., 1987; Zellweger et al., 2017). We are aware of only one study addressing diverse functional groups in grasslands: Schaffers et al. (2008) found that plant composition played a dominant role in determining arthropod assemblages. The aim of our study was to elucidate the relative importance of plant species composition vs. forest physiognomy in shaping the species composition of local communities, after controlling for dispersal limitations in each region (henceforth “intra-region analysis”; Figure 1d). We predicted that plant species composition would be a strong driver of the species turnover in lower trophic positions, such as phytophagous beetles, because of their host plant specificity. Conversely, forest physiognomy was expected to strongly influence the species turnover in larger body size groups (mostly in higher trophic positions), such as insectivorous birds and bats, due to their large home-range requirements and diverse foraging- or nest-ing-niche (habitat structure) requirements. We therefore hypothesized that the relative importance of forest physiognomy vs. plant species composition would increase with increasing trophic position and body size (Figure 1e).

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study site

The study was conducted in five forest regions in Germany along a north to south axis (N 48° 36ʹ–53° 19ʹ) covering a spatial extent of 199,000 km² and spanning core forest habitat types of Central Europe (Figure S1). These regions were separated from each other by an average of ~320 km (roughly 120–630 km). Data from 503 plots were compiled from three projects: 150 plots from the Biodiversity Exploratories Project (50 plots per region) (Fischer et al., 2010), 284 plots from the BIOKLIM Project (Bässler et al., 2009) and 69 plots from the Steigerwald Project (Doerfler et al., 2017). In the Biodiversity Exploratories Project, 50 plots were established in three regions: the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve Schorfeheide-Chorin (SCH), the National Park Hainich and the surrounding Hainich-Dün region (HAI), and the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, Schwäbische Alb (ALB). The BIOKLIM Project was conducted in the Bavarian Forest National Park (BAY) and the Steigerwald Project in Northern Bavaria (STE) (for details of the five regions, see Figure S1 and Bae et al. (2019)). Not all functional groups were sampled in each plot. The number of plots investigated per functional group was as follows: 321 for bryophytes, 307 for lichens, 385 for saproxylic beetles, 495 for wood-inhabiting fungi, 386 for phytophagous beetles, 226 for moths, 383 for spiders, 383 for carabids, 386 for necrophagous beetles, 494 for birds and 247 for bats (Table S1).

2.2 | Species data of 11 functional groups

All species data were assessed in 1-ha forest plots representing a larger forest management unit. Bryophytes, epiphytic and epixylic lichens, and saproxylic fungi were assessed in subplots within the 1-ha plots (the sizes of the subplots are listed in Supporting information S1.2). Pitfall traps, flight interception traps and light traps were used to sample arthropods. For bird surveys, repeated point counts were performed during breeding seasons. Bats were recorded using ultrasound detectors and analysed at the species level with the appropriate software. Details of the sampling methods are given in Supporting information S1.2. Fieldwork permits were issued by the responsible state environmental offices of Baden-Württemberg, Thüringen, Brandenburg and Bayern (see Table S2 for details of permits). The total number of species observed overall plots and the mean and standard deviation of the number of observed species per plot are presented in Table S1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Predictor set</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional species pool</td>
<td>Regional spatial structure</td>
<td>PCNM differing significantly between regions</td>
<td>Geographical distance matrix from coordinates of X and Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersal limitation (Landscape)</td>
<td>(Landscape) spatial structure&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>PCNM not differing significantly between regions</td>
<td>Geographical distance matrix from coordinates of X and Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental filtering</td>
<td>Environmental factors</td>
<td>Herb composition: Main axes of the PCoA of Hellinger-transformed herb species</td>
<td>The presence-absence of vascular plant species in herb layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tree composition: Main axes of the PCoA of Hellinger-transformed tree species</td>
<td>The percentage cover of tree species from all height layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forest physiognomy: Main axes of the PCA of forest physiognomy metrics derived from airborne laser scanning</td>
<td>Vertical profile: Mean height of vegetation returns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Penetration ratio of the regeneration layer (&lt;2 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Penetration ratio of the canopy layer (&gt;2 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vertical heterogeneity: Standard deviation of the height of vegetation returns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient of variation of the height of vegetation returns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Foliage height diversity&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Canopy surface heterogeneity: Ratio of the values of the canopy surface areas to flat areas</td>
<td>Standard deviation of the canopy surface height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal heterogeneity: Total gap area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation of gap area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean perimeter–area ratio of gaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean fractal dimension of gaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total edge length of gaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Edge density of gaps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Regional spatial structure, landscape spatial structure and environmental factors were included in the inter-region analysis and spatial structure, herb and tree composition and forest physiognomy in the intra-region analysis (see the framework of the two analyses in Figure 1). The main axes were selected from the principal component analysis (PCA) or principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) and explained 75% of the cumulative proportion of the variance of the predictor sets. The significant variables in each predictor set were then selected by forward selection. See Section 2.4 for details on the principal coordinates of neighbour matrices (PCNM).

<sup>a</sup>In the intra-region analysis, a PCNM was determined for each region separately; it was not necessary to divide the spatial structure into regional and landscape structures. The result is referred to as “spatial structure.”

<sup>b</sup>Foliage height (h) diversity was calculated for the canopy (h > 5 m), understorey (5 m > h > 2 m) and regeneration layers (2 m > h > 0 m).
Before testing our hypotheses (Figure 1c,e), we partitioned total β-diversity (multiple-site dissimilarity of the species composition) into the components species turnover and nestedness to calculate the percentage of the species turnover in the variation of community composition. The presence–absence data (bryophytes, lichens and fungi) were calculated with Sorensen dissimilarity and the abundance-based data (other eight groups) with Bray–Curtis dissimilarity using the R package “vegan” (Jari Oksanen et al., 2017). This avoided the possibility of double zeros as false indicators of similarity among plots and allowed the use of linear statistical tools such as redundancy analysis (Borcard et al., 2011). A previous study compared several transformation methods and concluded that the Hellinger transformation was one of the best pre-transformations for general use (Legendre & Gallagher, 2001), including the analysis of presence–absence data. These transformed species composition data tables were used as multivariate response data in variation partitioning (see section 2.5 for details on variation partitioning).

2.3 | Predictor sets of environmental filters

2.3.1 | Predictor sets of herb and tree compositions

Vascular plant species were recorded in 20 m × 20 m subplots for ALB, HAI and SCH, in a circular 200 m² plot for BAY, and in a square of 200 m² for STE. The per cent coverage of single species was recorded for tree layer, shrub layer and herb layer (see Supporting information S1.2 for details on plant species sampling). For tree composition, the percentage cover of each woody plant species at each height layer was summed to obtain the cumulative cover of the species. For herb composition, only presence–absence data from the herb layer were used.

A principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) was applied on Euclidean distance matrices computed on Hellinger-transformed matrices of tree and herb composition, respectively (see Section 2.2 for details on Hellinger transformation). PCoA produces an ordination solution maximizing the variance of the observations using eigenvalue decomposition while preserving the dissimilarities among sites (Borcard et al., 2011). The ordination axes that explained >75% of the variance of the data were selected as predictor sets related to tree and to herb composition.

2.3.2 | Predictor set of forest physiognomy

Airborne laser scanning (ALS) data were collected to obtain forest physiognomy metrics for the 1-ha plots during the leaf-on seasons between 2007 and 2018, depending on the region (see Table S3 for details on ALS acquisitions). Similar pre-processing methods using “LAStools” (Isenburg, 2018) were employed overall five forest regions, including the classification of outliers as well as ground and non-ground returns (i.e. vegetation returns). The height of the vegetation returns was normalized to the height above ground level (a.g.l.) using a high-resolution elevation model derived from the ground returns. Forest physiognomy was described using ALS metrics describing the vertical profile, vertical heterogeneity, canopy surface roughness and the horizontal heterogeneity of the canopy. All ALS metrics were derived from the normalized point cloud (Table 1). For the vertical profile, the mean height of the vegetation returns was used, and the penetration ratios of the canopy layer (above 2 m) and regeneration layer (below 2 m) were determined. Penetration ratios, defined as the proportion of points filtered by a specific horizontal layer, were used to characterize the filtering within each layer and were calculated by dividing the number of returns above the respective layer by the number of returns below that layer. The standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the height of the vegetation returns and the foliage height diversity were computed to characterize the vertical heterogeneity. Canopy roughness was described by creating a gridded canopy height model (CHM) with a spatial resolution of 1 m using the highest point in each cell. The surface area of the CHM was derived using the triangulation algorithm presented in Jenness (2004). Surface roughness was then estimated using two metrics: the ratio between the planimetric and the surface area of the CHM and the standard deviation of the CHM. Horizontal canopy heterogeneity was assessed by analysing canopy-gap distributions. A gridded binary gap mask with a 1-m spatial resolution was created in which cells were classified as gaps if >20% of all vegetation returns had a height ≤2 m. To avoid very small or narrow gaps, only gap features >50 m² in size and thicker than a perimeter–area ratio >1.5 were selected. From the filtered gap mask the total area of the gaps, the standard deviation of the gap sizes, the mean perimeter–area ratio, the mean fractal dimension, the total edge length and the edge density of forest gaps were calculated using the R package “landscapemetrics” (Hesselbarth et al., 2019). Finally, a principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to the forest physiognomy metrics acquired by ALS. Similar to the approach used for the tree and herb composition data, the ordination axes that explained >75% of the variance of the data were selected as predictors of forest physiognomy.

2.4 | Predictor sets of regional species pool and dispersal limitations

For the inter-region analysis, the predictor sets of regional species pool and dispersal limitations were modelled using principal coordinates of neighbour matrices (PCNM) and the dbmem in the package “adespatial” (Stéphane Dray et al., 2017) (Figure 1b). The sites of the five regions are clearly clustered by the region. Therefore, if we would represent the spatial structure of our sites only by x and y coordinates (two variables), the fine-scale spatial structure within each region could be easily obscured by the primary large-scale
spatial structure. The PCNM analysis was developed by Borcard and Legendre (2002) to represent the fine-scale spectrum of spatial structures covering an extensive range of scales. In this study, it was applied as follows: First, a geographical distance matrix between the plots of five regions was created, after which the distance matrix was truncated by the minimum distance between different forest regions. Any pair-wise distances above this minimum distance threshold \((\min_{\text{inter-regional distance}})\) were thus considered as large and were set to four times of \(\min_{\text{inter-regional distance}}\) (see Borcard and Legendre (2002) for a detailed explanation of the use of the multiplicative “four”). Such an adjusted pair-wise distance matrix is an object-by-object matrix, thus required to be transformed into an object-by-variable matrix for regression analysis. For it, the PCNM analysis employs a principle component analysis which then results in the distance-based Moran's eigenvectors orthogonal to one another. Among the eigenvectors, only the positive eigenvalues represent the Euclidean components of the neighbourhood relationships. These positive eigenvectors were extracted and are called PCNM variables hereafter. Lastly, we fitted an analysis of variance model (ANOVA) to the PCNM variables using \(\text{aov}\) and region as the independent variable to disentangle the PCNM variables that differed significantly between regions to generate a predictor set for the regional species pool. Among the eigenvectors, only the positive eigenvalues represent the Euclidean components of the neighbourhood relationships. These positive eigenvectors were extracted and are called PCNM variables hereafter. Among the eigenvectors, only the positive eigenvalues represent the Euclidean components of the neighbourhood relationships. These positive eigenvectors were extracted and are called PCNM variables hereafter. Lastly, we fitted an analysis of variance model (ANOVA) to the PCNM variables using \(\text{aov}\) and region as the independent variable to disentangle the PCNM variables that differed significantly between regions to generate a predictor set for the regional species pool (henceforth, “regional spatial structure”) and those that did not differ significantly between regions (henceforth, “landscape spatial structure”) hence representing dispersal limitations within a region (see more details in Figure S2).

For the intra-region analysis, a predictor set of dispersal limitations was also modelled using a PCNM in each region (Figure 1d). A geographical distance matrix between the plots of each region was created and truncated by the maximum distance in the minimum spanning tree; the positive PCNM variables of the distance-based Moran’s eigenvectors were then applied.

2.5 | Statistical analyses

2.5.1 | Variation partitioning

Variation partitioning through redundancy analysis (RDA) ordination was applied to the species composition of 11 functional groups to assess the independent and shared effects of the predictor sets on the variation between local communities for two hypotheses tests (Figure 1c,e). RDA is a method of regression analysis modelling multivariate response data (species composition data tables in this study).

For the inter-region analysis, variation partitioning was conducted over the five forest regions to compare the importance of regional species pool, dispersal limitations and environmental filtering (Figure 1b). To evaluate the contribution of environmental filtering, predictor sets of herb composition (PCoA axes), tree composition (PCoA axes) and forest physiognomy (PCA axes) were included. Regional spatial structures (regional PCNMs) were included as predictor sets of regional species pool and landscape spatial structures (landscape PCNMs) as predictor sets of dispersal limitations (see Section 2.4 for details). In total, variation partitioning for the inter-region analysis was conducted 11 times, that is on each of the Hellinger-transformed species composition data tables of 11 functional groups over entire plots at all regions as a response variable.

For the intra-region analysis, variation partitioning was conducted for each forest region to compare the importance of three environmental filters (the PCA axes of forest physiognomy and the PCoA axes of herb and tree composition) and dispersal limitations (spatial structure by PCNM) (Figure 1d). In total, variation partitioning for the intra-region analysis was conducted 55 times, that is on each of the Hellinger-transformed species composition data tables of the 11 groups of the five regions, separately.

First, the function \(\text{forward.sel}\) in the R package “adaspatial” (Stéphane Dray et al., 2017) was used with 9,999 permutations to forward-select the explanatory variables in each predictor set to select the variables that correlated significantly with the response variables. The function \(\text{varpart}\) in the R package “vegan” (Jari Oksanen et al., 2017) was then used in variation partitioning with the predictor sets containing at least one significant variable.

The variation explained by each independent and shared effect for each functional group was quantified by calculating an adjusted \(R^2\) following the method of Peres-Neto et al. (2006). In the inter-region analysis, the total variation explained was assessed by calculating an adjusted \(R^2\) for each functional group. In the intra-region analysis, the mean of the adjusted \(R^2\) of the five forest regions for each functional group was used. In calculations of the mean values over regions, if an effect on a forest region was insignificant, the adjusted \(R^2\) was defined as 0.

2.5.2 | Permutation-based independence tests

To determine whether the relative importance of landscape spatial structure as a proxy for dispersal limitations depends on dispersal ability, the results of variation partitioning obtained in the inter-region analysis were compared among the 11 functional groups (Figure 1c). The ratio between the independent variance explained by landscape spatial structure and the sum of the independent variance explained by all predictor sets was calculated for each group. Differences between the 11 functional groups in terms of their dispersal ability were identified by categorizing the 11 groups accordingly. Bryophytes, lichens and fungi that disperse via spores were classified into a spore-dispersal group with rank 1 on the ordinal scale, because these organisms rapidly disperse over tens to hundreds of kilometres (Abrego et al., 2018; Komonen & Müller, 2018). Birds and bats as flying vertebrates were ranked second, based on their ability to move over several kilometres within a short time (Dietz et al., 2009). Arthropods with shorter dispersal distances were ranked third (Komonen & Müller, 2018). Thus, the 11 groups were tested as ordinal predictors in permutation-based independence tests, with the alternative hypothesis being greater, using the function \(\text{indepence}\_\text{test}\) in the R package “coin” (Hothorn et al., 2008).
The dependency of the relative importance of forest physiognomy on trophic position and body size was examined by comparing the results of variation partitioning in the intra-region analysis for the 11 functional groups (11 mean values of five regions) for the trophic position and for the eight animal groups for body size (Figure 1e). The relative importance of plant composition and forest physiognomy as proxies for environmental filtering was determined by first summing the effects of herb and tree composition to represent plant composition. The ratio of the variance independently explained by forest physiognomy to the sum of the variance independently explained by the predictor sets of plant composition and forest physiognomy was calculated for each group. Differences between the 11 functional groups with different trophic positions were identified by categorizing the 11 groups accordingly. Bryophytes and lichens were classified as autotrophs with rank 1, fungi and saproxylic beetles into first decomposers (rank 1.5), phytophagous beetles and moths into primary consumers (rank 2), spiders and carabids beetles into secondary consumer group (a) (rank 3), necrophagous beetles into secondary decomposers (rank 3.5) and birds and bats into a secondary consumer group (b) (rank 4). Although necrophagous beetles consume carcasses of primary and secondary consumers (a) as well as secondary consumers (b), both arthropods and vertebrates, it was assumed that in the study area they mostly consume arthropods (primary or secondary consumers (a)). The relative positions of primary and secondary decomposers were a half trophic level higher than those of their diets (Steffan et al., 2017). Hence, the 11 groups were tested as ordinal predictors in permutation-based independence tests with the alternative hypothesis being greater and using the same function as described above for the first hypothesis test. The body size was measured by body length for all beetles, length of prosoma and opisthosoma for spiders, length from the thorax to the abdomen for moths, head-body length for bats and length from the tip of beak to end of tail feathers for birds (Table S4). The body size data were collected from literature and own measurements (see Table S4 for sources). The body size was tested only for the eight animal groups, as the underlying argument of this hypothesis was related to the expectation of higher importance of habitat structure shaping species turnover of larger home-range size. The median body size of each functional group was taken and natural log-transformed to represent the body size of each group for permutation-based independence tests with the alternative hypothesis being greater.

Chao and Jost (2012) introduced the coverage-based sample completeness to standardize the comparability of species data of different communities. Therefore, to check the robustness of our results for animal groups (eight groups with the abundance-based data) against the sampling completeness, we re-ran the inter-region and intra-region variation partitioning using a subset of plots with sample coverage over 70%. Although sample coverages of bryophytes, fungi and lichens could not be calculated by plot due to its data type (the presence–absence data), sample completeness of the three groups was expected to be more stable than animal groups due to their static characteristics. When re-analysing independence tests using a subset of plots with sample coverage over 70%, the relative importance of bryophytes, fungi and lichens was fixed with their values of the total data set.

We also tested the robustness of our results against the addition of other environmental factors than vegetation-related factors, which was the focus of this study, especially for the intra-region analysis. We re-ran the inter-region variation partitioning and independence tests for the dispersal ability hypothesis after including climate and topographic gradients (please see details of climate and topography predictor sets in Table S5).

3 | RESULTS

Total ħ-diversity (0.990 ± 0.003) was composed of the species turnover (0.972 ± 0.025) and the species nestedness (0.018 ± 0.024) components. The species turnover, a focus of this study, accounted for 98.1% of the total ħ-diversity (Table S6).

In the inter-region analysis, the unique and shared effects of proxies for regional species pool (regional spatial structure), dispersal limitations (landscape spatial structure) and environmental filtering (environmental factors related to vegetation) explained 35.28% (± 8.36%) of the variation in the community composition of the 11 functional groups (Figure 2a; Table S7). Over half of this variation (22.97% ± 5.95%) was explained by the shared effects of at least two predictor sets (proxies). The shared effects between regional spatial structure and environmental factors accounted for 20.77% (± 6.04%) and those between landscape spatial structure and environmental factors for 2.67% (± 1.86%) over the 11 groups (Figure S3; Table S8). As an independent effect, environmental factors were the strongest driver of the variation in the community composition, with a unique explained proportion of the total variation of 6.56% (± 1.75%), followed by regional spatial structure and landscape spatial structure with 3.87% (± 1.88% SD) and 1.87% (± 0.74%), respectively (Figure 2a; Table S8; Figure S3). However, the order and strength of the importance of the three predictor sets varied between functional groups. The relative importance of landscape spatial structure increased significantly with decreasing dispersal ability, that is from the spore-dispersal groups, to vertebrates, to arthropods (Figure 2b; Figure S4a; Tables S9, S10). This finding corroborated the findings of the additional data set including climate and topographic gradients (Figure S5).

In the intra-region analysis, landscape spatial structure and the three environmental factors (tree and herb composition and forest physiognomy) together explained 19.36% (± 9.84%) of the variation in community composition for the five forest regions and 11 functional groups (Figure 3a; Table S7). Half of this variation (10.34% ± 6.69%) was explained by the shared effects of at least two predictor sets, as our suites of predictor sets were associated with each other and hence simultaneously affected the response variables. The unique effect of each predictor set was rather low, with landscape spatial structure as the most important factor as it explained 3.44% (± 4.12%) of the variation independently, followed by herb composition, forest physiognomy...
and tree composition with 2.86% (± 2.31%), 1.49% (± 1.88%) and 1.23% (± 1.15%), respectively (Figure 3a and 3b; Figure S6; Table S11).

A comparison of the importance of spatial vs. environmental factors showed that the latter had larger effects on all functional groups except moths. The comprehensive effects of the three environmental factors independent from the effect of landscape spatial structure explained a total of 11.72% (± 6.98%) (based on the mean adjusted $R^2$ of 55 cases) of the variation, while the landscape spatial structure independently explained 3.44% (± 4.12%) of the variation (Figure 3a; Table S12).

Among the environmental filtering factors, the relative importance of herb composition, tree composition and forest physiognomy differed between functional groups. For the assemblage composition of birds and bats, the highest trophic groups and the largest body size groups in our study, forest physiognomy had the most important effect on the variation in the community composition (Figure 3b). For the other groups, herb or tree composition (mainly herb) was more important than forest physiognomy. The significant increase in the relative importance of forest physiognomy with increasing trophic position and body size suggested that forest physiognomy is a strong driver of the community composition of higher trophic positions and larger body size (Figure 3c and 3d; Figure S4b and S4c; Tables S10 and S13).

To check the robustness of our results of animals for sample completeness, we re-analysed the data on a subset of plots with sample coverage above 70%. These findings corroborated the findings of the total data set (Tables S14–S16).

4 | DISCUSSION

In the years since its introduction (Whittaker, 1972), interest in $\beta$-diversity has increased, especially following the development of statistical tools allowing its assessment (Legendre et al., 2005). However, few studies have focused on the mechanisms structuring the species composition of local communities across a wide range of taxonomic-functional groups. Our study showed that the relative contributions of the various mechanisms differ depending on the dispersal ability, trophic position or body size of the group of interest, in line with our hypotheses.

The aim of the inter-region analysis was to assess the relative importance of regional spatial structure, landscape spatial structure...
and environmental factors on species turnover. As species turnover accounted for most of the total $\beta$-diversity, we interpreted our result on the variation of community composition as species turnover henceforth. We found that environmental factors are a more important determinant of species turnover, but that the importance of landscape spatial structure increases for less dispersive species. Across the 11 functional groups, environmental factors rather than spatial structure (regional, local) were of greater importance in shaping assemblage composition across a 1-ha local grain. Previous studies showed that geographical distance is more important than environmental factors at larger spatial extents, as demonstrated for a pan-European vs. country extent (Keil et al., 2012; Qian et al., 2005). Therefore, spatial extent should be considered in comparisons of niche vs. neutral processes. The findings of our inter-regional analysis are in line with those of studies conducted at the same country-wide extent but with a grain coarser ($0.25–400$ km$^2$) than the 1 ha of our study. Both Keil et al. (2012) and Zellweger et al. (2017) showed that geographical distance was less important than environmental variables for plants, butterflies and birds in Europe. This suggests that environmental filtering determines species turnover even at a country-wide extent, rather than regional species pool and dispersal limitations.

**FIGURE 3** The relative importance of spatial structure vs. environmental factors and of forest physiognomy vs. plant species composition. (a) The relative importance of spatial structure vs. environmental factors. The explained variation (adjusted $R^2$) of the assemblage composition of 11 functional groups averaged over five regions. The environmental factors (green bars) include the effects of herb composition, tree composition and physiognomy. The spatial structure is represented by blue bars. The bars with shading lines represent the shared effects of at least two predictor sets. (b) The relative importance of forest physiognomy vs. plant species composition. The effects of herb composition (yellow green bars), tree composition (green bars) and physiognomy (blue bars) are shown together with the variation explained by the shared effects (grey bars). (c) The ratio of the effects of forest physiognomy vs. the total effects of environmental factors significantly increased with increasing trophic position. (d) The ratio of the effects of forest physiognomy vs. the total effects of environmental factors significantly increased with increasing body size. (This analysis was applied only to animals, as this hypothesis is related to the home-range size.) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
However, a strong deviation from this general pattern was determined for the assemblage composition of bats in the inter-region analysis, as the effect of regional spatial structure was nearly twice as high as that of environmental factors. This result suggested a strong effect of regional species pool on the species turnover of bats and it can be explained by the different roosting behaviours and adaptations for the winter period of different species (i.e. climate filter), thus giving rise to the regional species pool currently observed for European bats (Kalda et al., 2015). The addition of climate and topography predictor sets to environmental factors as a supplementary analysis (Figure S5) reduced the unique contribution of regional spatial structure but increased the shared effects between regional spatial structure and environmental factors (i.e. effects of regionally distinguished climate and topography) in the formation of bat assemblages. The regionally clustered species pool of bats can also be attributed to land use changes at a regional scale, which were shown to drive the regional extinction of some bat species (Safi & Kerth, 2004).

Our first dispersal ability hypothesis (Figure 1c) states increasing relative importance of dispersal limitations with decreasing dispersal ability. In line with this, the relative importance of landscape spatial structure (a proxy for dispersal limitations) was shown to depend on the potential dispersal ability of the functional groups, as groups that can disperse over long distances via spores, such as fungi, lichens and bryophytes, were less affected by landscape spatial structure (as dispersal limitations) than groups with a low dispersal ability. The stronger geographical separation of less dispersive functional groups has been demonstrated, for example, for less mobile ground-dwelling arthropods vs. more mobile birds and vascular plants (Ferrier et al., 1999) and for snails vs. birds (Steinitz et al., 2006). However, our study is the first to examine the importance of spatial structure in the species turnover of spore-dispersers vs. that of vertebrates and arthropods. This dependency on dispersal ability within a region was a consistent finding that did not change even after the addition of other environmental filters (Figure S5), and it suggested that dispersal limitations are more important for less dispersive species.

In the debate over popular niche vs. neutral processes, ecologists have argued that species turnover explained by geographical distance (in our study, regional and landscape spatial structures) can be attributed to factors other than dispersal limitation. The relative importance of geographical distance for species turnover may vary with the environmental characteristics of the study area (e.g. latitude, land use history or heterogeneity) and depending on the study design (e.g. the quality of the included environmental variables and the effects of unmeasured environmental variables) (Murphy et al., 2015). In our study, half of the variation explained by regional and landscape spatial structure was co-explained by environmental differences, because our predictor sets of environmental factors were highly spatially structured. It can thus be assumed that there is another, unmeasured fraction of spatially structured environmental variables, such as climate or topographic gradients, contributing to the variation uniquely explained by regional and landscape spatial structure. This can be seen in Figure S4, which shows the increased shared effects and decreased unique effect of regional spatial structure following the addition of climate and topographic predictor sets. Disentangling the independent contributions of multiple effects, particularly those of the regional species pool, requires studies with a much larger number of regional replicates.

The intra-region analysis compared the importance of plant species composition and forest physiognomy on species turnover, after correcting for spatial structure. The results showed the increasing importance of forest physiognomy with increasing trophic position and body size, although the importance of plant composition was stronger on average. For the 11 functional groups in the forests, most could be sorted primarily according to the difference in plant composition, not in forest physiognomy. These results are similar to those of Schaffers et al. (2008), who found that plant composition in meadows consistently outperformed forest physiognomy and abiotic factors in predicting the variation in the composition of seven arthropod groups, even though those groups differed in their trophic positions, ranging from phytophagous to predators. The effects of plant composition on the species turnover of diverse functional groups can be attributed to the trophic associations between producers and consumers, which reflect the ability of different plant species to provide different food resources for herbivores. In addition to this direct effect, bottom-up effects across trophic positions towards carnivores and decomposers may play an indirect role (Scherber et al., 2010; Schuldt et al., 2019). Additionally, plant composition is likely to represent other factors, such as soil characteristics and local land use effects on species composition (Murphy et al., 2015), which were not measured in our study. Thus, plant composition might be the best predictor, as it not only reflects direct effects but also compensates for lack of important ecological information (Penone et al., 2019; Schaffers et al., 2008; Zellweger et al., 2017).

Yet, physiognomic factors were more important for the species turnover of higher trophic groups or large-bodied groups, particularly birds and bats. This finding supported our second hypothesis that the relative importance of forest physiognomy relative to plant composition increases with increasing trophic position and body size. Our result was consistent with that reported for the species turnover of birds in a temperate forest in Central Europe (Müller et al., 2010) and thus with the important role of forest physiognomy in bird diversity introduced by MacArthur and MacArthur (1961). The favoured forest physiognomy (density of the shrub or tree layer) of birds depends on their diet, foraging, resting or nesting traits (MacArthur, 1958). For bats, our results are in agreement with previous studies showing that bat species are specifically adapted to different foraging spaces such that their assemblages are strongly structured by forest physiognomy (Arlettaz et al., 2001; Jung et al., 2012; Schnitzler & Kalko, 2001).

Carnivorous arthropods (spiders, carabid beetles) were more strongly affected by forest physiognomy than by the species composition of the tree layer, whereas communities of producers, herbivorous insects and decomposers were structured more strongly by the tree layer composition than by forest physiognomy. For
closed forests, the major elements of their physiognomy reflect the physical structure of the tree rather than the herb layer. For carabid beetles, forest physiognomy features, such as canopy cover, were shown to separate assemblage of forest species from those of open habitat species, due to different microclimate sensitivities (Fuller et al., 2008; Lange et al., 2014). Penone et al. (2019) also noted the large effect of canopy cover across 13 trophic groups of a forest community, including carnivorous arthropods, a finding attributed to the change in light availability and therefore in temperature and moisture as well. Forest physiognomy also plays a role in the habitat selection of spiders. For example, many species respond to microclimate, such as by avoiding extreme temperatures, and build their webs using the physical structure of the habitat (Uetz, 1991). For European spiders, continental-wide niche quantification identified shading as the most important gradient shaping their niches (Entling et al., 2007).

The relative importance of plant composition vs. forest physiognomy on species turnover varies with the spatial scale and with landscape compositions that differ in the diversity of their habitat types. Early studies conducted in grass- and shrublands, in which scale dependency was explored in terms of the relative contribution of plant composition vs. forest physiognomy, showed the greater importance of forest physiognomy on a large scale and plant composition on a small scale (Rotenberry, 1985; Wiens et al., 1987). In addition to scale dependency, their relative contributions on species turnover are determined by landscape composition, with forest physiognomy overriding the effects of plant composition in landscapes with more diverse habitat types (Mac Nally, 1990). Our study contributes to this discussion by showing that the relative importance of plant composition and forest physiognomy in driving species turnover varies according to the trophic position and body size of the species. Thus, our study underlines the need for studies that span multiple trophic levels and taxa of widely varying body sizes (Seibold et al., 2018).

Overall, in our study, the unique effects of the predictor sets and the total explained variance were low. In both cases, this may have been due to the high number of explanatory variables, reflected in the reduced adjusted $R^2$ values. On average, 11.02 (± 5.33 SD) predictors were used in the intra-region analysis and 38.09 (± 9.35 SD) in the inter-region analysis. The difference between $R^2$ and adjusted $R^2$ values of the total explained variance was 6.72% (± 1.79%) in the intra-region analysis and 12.98% (± 4.40%) in the inter-region analysis. A lack of important environmental information on species turnover, such as historical or current land use and its intensity, might also account for the low total explained variance. The few unique effects of the predictor sets were due to the large proportion of their shared effects, since our chosen environmental factors were spatially structured inter- and intra-regionally.

Our work contributes to a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying species turnover between local forest communities from a multi-taxa and multi-scale approach. It identified environmental filtering rather than the regional species pool or dispersal limitations as the most important mechanism driving species turnover on a country-wide extent. In terms of environmental filtering related to vegetation, plant composition was shown to be more important than forest physiognomy for the multi-taxa species turnover within a forest region. However, the relative importance of the mechanisms depends on the dispersal ability, trophic position and body size of the considered functional groups, consistent with our hypotheses. Dispersal limitations had a stronger influence on the species turnover of less dispersive functional groups, and forest physiognomy on that of higher trophic groups and species groups with larger body size. These results can serve as the basis for conservation planning at two scales. At the inter-regional scale, the effects of environmental filtering and regional species pools on the species turnover of forest communities call for conservation strategies establishing the systematic distribution of protected areas that cover a wide range of environmental and biogeographical gradients, such as the framework of Natura 2000 (Ostermann, 1998). For forest management within regions, our study showed that the protection of a high $\beta$-diversity requires a focus on plant species composition and forest physiognomy. Active forest management can thus control the $\beta$-diversity of different functional groups, by diversifying tree species composition and forest physiognomy.
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